REV. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. DAY OF REFLECTION:
TEACH-IN SESSIONS

UPPER SCHOOL
Anamaria Aritizaba
Integral Coach, Author, Change Agent
Re-Vision Chat: Embrace your Wild Side!

Milia Akkouris
Assistant Manager, Georgia Election, Social Justice Activist, Delta Flight Attendant
At the Intersection of Passion and Activism: An Anti-Oppressive Social Justice Journey

SaVanna Wanzer
Founder-Executive Director of Capital Trans Pride & May Is: All About Trans
An Activist never accepts the word NO!: Fighting for Your Vision

Robi Damelin and Nadine Quomsieh
Parent’s Circle
Reconciliation in Israel and Palestine

Scott Rechler ’99 and Florence Rivkin
LearnServe
What Pisses You Off? Young People Creating Social Change

Dr. Beth-Sarah Wright
Author, Speaker, Changemaker
DIGNITY: A Transformative Set of Ideas to Help Individuals and Communities Identify and Address Barriers to Authenticity

Julie Tayac Yates
Piscataway Tribe, Indigenous Rights Activist
Preserving Indigenous Culture and History in the DMV

Ayo Magwood
Educational Consultant, Uprooting Inequity LLC
The Recurring Reproduction of Racism

Tahil Sharma
Regional Coordinator for North America, United Religions Initiative
From Allies to Accomplices: Using Storytelling and Solidarity to Fuel Intersectional Justice

Andy Shallal
Busboys and Poets
Food, Arts, and Activism: A Global Journey

Sabrina Dent, DMin
Americans United for Separation of Church and State
Re-Imagining the Allyship: Exploring African American Perspectives on Religious Freedom

Jessica Lee
GU Center for Social Justice
Allyship and Beyond: Standing in Solidarity with the Oppressed
Simon Landau
*Open Goal Project*
**Soccer as a Vehicle For Personal Growth and Community Change**

Reverend Ebony J. Grisom
*GU Campus Ministry*
**The Way to Act(ivism): It’s Time to Ally**

Jessica Seidman
*STA Classics Teacher*
**The History of a Terrible Idea: Racism in Antiquity and Now**

Sylvia Leimone
*Art Therapist*
**Introduction to Art Therapy: A Tool for Community Building.**

Will Campbell
*CEO, Quantasy + Associates*
**Social Justice for the Next Generation of Leaders**

Renee Cummings
*Founder & CEO, Urban AI, LLC, Criminologist, Criminal Psychologist, AI Ethicist, Data Activist*
**Data, The Untold Story: Challenging Algorithms in the Criminal Justice System**

John Paraskevopoulos
*Paralegal at ACLU (NYC)*
**What Are Civil Liberties?**

Hilary Cairns and Jorge Membreño
*Hilary Cairns, Deputy Administrator, Youth Services Division, DC Department of Human Services; Jorge Membreño, Director of Youth Housing and Clinical Services, SMYAL*
**LGBTQ Youth Homelessness**

Denny Gonzalez
*STA Upper School English Teacher*
**Reading (Race) between the Headlines**

Tschika McBean
*Attorney*
**Finding Your Place: The Power of Participation**

Reese Waters ‘98
*TV/Radio Personality, Comedian & Writer*
**The Power of Journalism & Sports: Helping to Create Social Justice**

Brandon Dixon ’99
*Actor, Producer & Advocate*
**Creating Social Justice through Performing Arts**

Christina Antonakos-Wallace
*Filmmaker & Director of “With Wings and Roots”*
**Who is American? Immigration and Standing Up for a Multiracial Democracy**
**FORMS I AND II**
Steven Bolden  
*Morehouse ’19 and Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc*

Finding Your ‘Mecca’

Joey Nedland  
*Housing First Lab, Denver*

Public & Private Support for Housing Equity

Neena Kapoor  
*Masters Candidate, Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health*

Addressing Inequalities in Healthcare

Kyle Money  
*Penn Teaching Fellow; STA Athletics*

More Than An Athlete

Henry Green  
*Political Science Student & Election Volunteer*

There’s No “I” in Politics

Erika Cabrera  
*Humanities Teacher at Gilman School*

Whose Story is History?

Shai Kohen  
*Social Worker at Crescent School, Toronto*

Everyday Masks: Redefining Masculinity

Dr. Joy Lawson Davis  
*Educational Practitioner and Consultant, Diversity and Gifted Education*

Speaking Up and Knowing When to Do So

Dr. Derrick Brooms  
*Professor of Sociology & Africana Studies, University of Cincinnati*

Dr. King: The Man Beyond the Name

Forms I & II Town Hall with Scott Rechler ’99  
*CEO, Learn-Serve*

Project Ideas for Middle School Students

**Forms C, B, & A**

C, B, & A Focus: Design A Service Project

**Workshop A:** Upper School Student Panel for CBA  
with Aram Akhavan ’21, Theo Johnson ’23, and Jack Marriott ’22

**Workshop B:** Designing a Project (Meet by Form)  
Form C meeting - Brainstorm Jam Boards  
Form B meeting  
Form A meeting

**Workshop C:** Presentations